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Nalo Hopkinson--winner of the John W. Campbell Award, the Sunburst Award, and the World
Fantasy award (among others), and lauded as one of our "most inventive and brilliant writers" (New
York Post)--returns with a new work. With her singular voice and characteristic sharp insight, she
explores the relationship between two sisters in this richly textured and deeply moving novel . . .

SISTER MINE

We'd had to be cut free of our mother's womb. She'd never have been able to push the two-headed sport that
was me and Abby out the usual way. Abby and I were fused, you see. Conjoined twins. Abby's head, torso,
and left arm protruded from my chest. But here's the real kicker; Abby had the magic, I didn't. Far as the
Family was concerned, Abby was one of them, though cursed, as I was, with the tragic flaw of mortality.

Now adults, Makeda and Abby still share their childhood home. The surgery to separate the two girls gave
Abby a permanent limp, but left Makeda with what feels like an even worse deformity: no mojo. The
daughters of a celestial demigod and a human woman, Makeda and Abby were raised by their magical father,
the god of growing things--a highly unusual childhood that made them extremely close. Ever since Abby's
magical talent began to develop, though, in the form of an unearthly singing voice, the sisters have become
increasingly distant.

Today, Makeda has decided it's high time to move out and make her own life among the other nonmagical,
claypicken humans--after all, she's one of them. In Cheerful Rest, a run-down warehouse space, Makeda
finds exactly what she's been looking for: an opportunity to live apart from Abby and begin building her own
independent life. There's even a resident band, led by the charismatic (and attractive) building
superintendent.

But when her father goes missing, Makeda will have to discover her own talent--and reconcile with Abby--if
she's to have a hope of saving him . . .
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From reader reviews:

Linda Spaulding:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read gratifying if the sentence chained inside the straightway, hold
on guys this particular aren't like that. This Sister Mine book is readable by simply you who hate those
perfect word style. You will find the data here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience without
leaving perhaps decrease the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer connected with Sister Mine
content conveys the idea easily to understand by lots of people. The printed and e-book are not different in
the content but it just different by means of it. So , do you nonetheless thinking Sister Mine is not loveable to
be your top checklist reading book?

Jacqueline McArdle:

This book untitled Sister Mine to be one of several books that best seller in this year, this is because when
you read this publication you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy this specific book in the
book retail outlet or you can order it by way of online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It
makes you more readily to read this book, as you can read this book in your Smart phone. So there is no
reason for you to past this reserve from your list.

Theresa Villarreal:

This Sister Mine is fresh way for you who has curiosity to look for some information given it relief your
hunger info. Getting deeper you onto it getting knowledge more you know or else you who still having tiny
amount of digest in reading this Sister Mine can be the light food for you because the information inside this
kind of book is easy to get by anyone. These books acquire itself in the form that is certainly reachable by
anyone, sure I mean in the e-book contact form. People who think that in reserve form make them feel sleepy
even dizzy this reserve is the answer. So there isn't any in reading a guide especially this one. You can find
actually looking for. It should be here for a person. So , don't miss this! Just read this e-book variety for your
better life and knowledge.

Olive Griffin:

E-book is one of source of information. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen have to have book to know the revise information of year to year. As we know
those textbooks have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, can also bring us to around
the world. Through the book Sister Mine we can get more advantage. Don't you to be creative people? For
being creative person must love to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that acceptable with your
aim. Don't always be doubt to change your life by this book Sister Mine. You can more attractive than now.
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